An established brand of
innovative floorcare solutions
TASKI vento 8S

TASKI ensign SM1

Quality tub vacuum. Power rating,
manoeuvrability and durability is
best-in class. Includes a mounting
fixture for attachments, and a plug
holder for the detachable cable.
NOW conforms to the new EU eco
labelling, and features new motor
and floor tools to further improve
performance.

Professional mains powered
upright vacuum cleaner (width of
ensign SM1 is 31cm), with high
performance S-class filtration
including a three layer filter bag
and double size electrostatic
exhaust filter. Fitted with an
integrated telescopic hose and
tube with an 8 foot reach and
comes complete with practical
on-board tools.

TASKI swingo 350E

TASKI swingo 350B XFC

Ultra-compact 15”/38cm battery
powered scrubber drier is
designed with a low machine
profile and a handle that folds
backwards for easy access under
tables or racks. Lightweight and
compact design, perfect for easy,
quick cleanup. Again ideal for
washrooms, kitchens, lifts, under
furniture and in confined areas.
Mains powered.

Ultra-compact 15”/38cm battery
powered scrubber drier is
designed with a low machine
profile and a handle that folds
backwards for easy access under
tables or racks. Lightweight and
compact design, perfect for easy,
quick cleanup. Again ideal for
washrooms, kitchens, lifts, under
furniture and in confined areas.
Battery powered.

Steam Cleaner SO4

Aquamat 10

4 Bar steam only complete with
full accessory kit. Continuous fill
boiler feature, safer for the
operator and less down time in
waiting for the boiler to heat up.
Longer run time ensures higher
productivity. Powerful, robust and
multi-functional, but still compact,
easy to move and transport,
features large rear wheels and
front lockable castors.

Compact 10 litre carpet
extraction cleaning machine.
Manoeuvrable and convenient
with excellent deep cleaning
results. Easy to transport.
Increases the lifetime of your
carpets by removing ingrained
soilage.

with the Diversey range of floorcare chemicals!
Ergodisc 165/200/238

User Guide: Machine Operation

Before Use

1. Display warning signs.

TASKI swingo

2. Check equipment,
especially plug and cable.
Report any fault or damage
to a supervisor.

3. Do not plug in and switch on
at socket until machine is
ready for use.

4. Tip machine back to put
handle on floor and fit
pad/pad drive or brush.
Raise back upright.
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6. If carpet shampooing,
remove additional weight
from ergodisc165 and
always pre-wet shampoo
brush.

7. Squeeze lower lever. Adjust
handle position so operator’s
back is straight with arms
slightly bent. Release lever
to lock in position.

8. To activate machine hold
locked handle so pad is flat
to floor. Press orange
safety button and squeeze
upper lever.

9. Raise the handle upwards to
go right and lower the
handle to go left.
Raise Right – Lower Left

455B

- Operating

Guidelines

5. If carpet cleaning, use
appropriate shampoo
solution depending on
carpet skimming, bonnet
mopping, wet or dry (165
only) shampoo operation.
1. Switch oﬀ
the mains
socket and
reconnect
the charger
plug.
cable back
onto machine. Coil

During Use

2. Fill the grey
solution tank
cold clean
with
fresh
deg C) or use water (less than 60
a Diversey
dosing
system, J-Flex
or
tank with cleaningQuatto Select to ﬁll
solution.

3. For manual
chemical
Dose the recommendeddosing:
cleaning
product into
the dosing
aid
to the grey
solution tank. and add
Close the
machine cover.

4. to mount
the squeegee
the pockets
position
of the squeegee
under the
exactly
squeegee
holder and
push holder
down

6. Switch on
machine with
button on
the
the display
– press
button for
3 seconds.

7. Lower the
brush unit
with the
foot pedal.
Brieﬂy pull
the
operating
lever for the
brush
drive to allow
the coupling
cleaning tool.
of the

8. Lower squeegee
by pushing
down on the
metal ﬂap
on the
squeegee
mounting
plate.

9. To start
vacuum motor
solution supply
and
press orange
buttons.
“ECO” button:
lowers the
suction
motor for
use in noise
sensitive
area.
.

11. Work backward with cable
behind you at all times.

12. Hold cable over handle,
NOT over shoulder. Keep
cable out of solution.

13. Keep cable flat on the floor,
NOT taut.

16. Check pad/brush regularly
for clogging. Unplug
machine and turn/change
pad as required.

17. Put handle in upright
position when not in use.
Unplug if left unsupervised.

18. When changing socket, coil
cable from machine to plug,
not plug to machine, to
avoid twisting.

14. Cut in edges to avoid
corrugated effect.

After Use

19. Unplug

22. Wind cable back into
handle, wiping clean with a
damp cloth as you do.

23. Wipe machine clean with a
damp cloth.

24. Do not store machine with
pad, pad drive or brush
fitted.

ATTENTION! Before use please ensure that you have been trained and certificated on this equipment

10. Adjust
the ﬂow of
solution
applied using
the light blue
located at
lever
the bottom
rear left of
the machine.

15. Work from side to side with
overlapping passes.

11. Clean the
ﬂoor. If solution
applied ﬂows
outside the
brush
housing during
use, reduce
ﬂow of solution.
the
machine using Switch oﬀ the
the
brush & squeegee, button. Raise
return to
storage area.

12. Drain the
orange recovery
tank using
the draining
hose (red
cap). Drain
the solution
tank
using the hose
at the rear
of the
machine (blue
cap).

20. Remove pad/pad drive or
brush.

16. Remove
the cleaning
tool by
turning anti-clockwise.
Clean the
tools with
clean water
and allow
to air dry.

21. If solution tank fitted, check
valve – clean as required.If
foam generator fitted (165
only), empty and rinse
thoroughly.

5. Position
the cleaning
tool, either
pad drive with
selected pad
desired brush,
or
carefully under
brush unit.
the

10. Commence scrubbing at
furthest point from plug
socket.

25. Wash and clean brush pad.
Leave to dry.

17. Remove
and clean
the
squeegee.
Allow to air
dry.
Remove pick
up hose from
machine and
the
clean with
fresh
water. Reﬁt
the hose to
the
cover.

13. Rinse the
recovery tank
clean water.
with
The
can be removed recovery tank
from the
machine to
do this. Remove
clean the yellow
and
Reﬁt the recoverydebris tray.
tank.

18. Clean the
machine using
damp cloth
a
and where
needed
use a neutral
cleaning product.

ATTENTION!

14. Remove
and
vacuum motor clean the
ﬁlter and ﬂoat
riser located
under the
machine
cover. Reﬁt
the vacuum
motor
ﬁlter and ﬂoat
riser.

19. Flip the
yellow debris
tray
and store the
machine with
cover open
the
to allow ventilation
of the machine.
(The cover
on the upturned
rests
debris tray).

15. Remove
and
solution ﬁlter clean the
located to
the
bottom left
of the machine.
the solution
Reﬁt
ﬁlter carefully.

20. Uncoil
the charger
cable and
plug into socket.
Disconnect
plug from
rear of machine. red
socket on
Turn
and check
correct
charge lamp
is lit on the
dashboard.

Do not use
the machine
before you
If the machine
have read
has been used
and understood
(6 -8 hours)
the Instructions
will be required. until the Red light
illuminates
of use
Failure to
on the battery
carry out this
level indicator
this procedure
RED SOCKET
on the machine,
may cause
IS LEFT DISCONNECTED
damage to
the batteries. a full recharge of the
AFTER RECHARGE
batteries
Diversey UK
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IS NOT TO
Diversey Ireland
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NN3 8PD

Full support material and user
guides available on request

PLEASE ENSURE

Tel: 0800 052
4567
Fax: 0800
298 3352

Finglas
Dublin 11
Tel: 018081808

E-mail: taski.uk@sealedair
Web: www.diversey.com .com

Contact CURCO today for the full range
of TASKI floorcare machines
www.curco.co
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